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OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Across.
Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Arty.
Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Ascend.
Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Bodi.
Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Bradford.
Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Cycles.
Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Glosset.
Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Hurricane.

Primary Examiner — Dominic Simone
Attorney, Agent, or Firm — Amster, Rothstein & Ebenstein LLP

CLAIM

The ornamental design for women’s shoe, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a woman’s shoe showing our new design;
FIG. 2 is a front end view thereof;
FIG. 3 is a back end view thereof;
FIG. 4 is a left side view thereof;
FIG. 5 is a right side view thereof;
FIG. 6 is a top plan view thereof; and,
FIG. 7 is a bottom plan view thereof.

1 Claim, 7 Drawing Sheets
OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Logoloop.
Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Strip.
Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Stripper.
Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Tease.
Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Teaser.
Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Tidy.
Ladies Shoe sold by Stuart Weitzman, LLC under the trademark Tirana.

BCBGeneration Women’s Darling Sandal sold at ShoeMall.com.
Madeline Women’s Izzie Platform Sandal sold at Amazon.com.
BCBGGeneration Trilogy sold at SHOEbay.com.
MakeMeChic Penny Snake Platform Slingback High Heels White sold at Amazon.com.
MakeMeChic Onyx07 Snake Tear Drop Platform Heels Camel sold at Amazon.com.
MakeMeChic Angie 15 Snake Platform Pump Natural sold at Amazon.com.
Jessica Simpson Rbys SKU: #7821993 sold at Zappos.com
Lumiani Francesca SKU: #7811366 sold at Zappos.com.
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